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DepEd MEMORANDUM
No. , s. 2023

To:

2. In view of the Department of Education (DepEd) Secretary's designation as an
ex officio member of the Philippine Creative Industries Development Council
(PCIDC)r, as well as its additional mandate to support and develop relevant progruuns
related to creative industries3, DepEd unites with the rest of the country in
celebrating the PCIM this September 2023 alrd promoting the creative industries to
the youth.

3. To promote awareness about this celebration, a1l DepEd offrces, including the
Central, regional, and schools division oflices, and most importantly, all public
schools in tJle country, are encouraged to support this year's PCIM by undertaking
related activities under its celebration pillars which are the following:

Piilar 1

Pillar 2
Exhibitions, Installations, and Competitions,
Showcases, Performances, and Recognitions of Local
and Global Creative Filipinos,
Workshops and Writeshops by Local and Globa-l Creative
Experts and Mentors,
Competitions and Fitches of Creative Ideas and Outputs,
Exchanges and DiaJogues on Best Practices among
International and Regional Creative Economies.

Pillar 3

t 2023 PCIM Briefer
2 Section 4, R.A. No. 11904.
3 Section 17, R.A. No. 11904 u

DepEd Complex, Mera.lco Avenue, Pasig City 1600
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2023 PHILIPPINE CREATTVE INDUSTRIESi MONTH CELEBRATION

Undersecretaries
Assistant Secretaries
Minister, Basic, Higher, and Technical Education, BARMM
Bureau and Service Directors
Regional Directors
Schools Division Superintendents
Public Elementary and Secondary School Heads
A11 Others Concerned

l. In accordance with Section 24 of Republic Act No. 1 19O4, also known as the
Philippine Creative Industries Development Act (PCIDA), the month of September is
declared as the Philippine Creative Industries Month (PCIM). The aim of this
declaration is to raise awareness on the creative industries'role in the country's
nation-building and socioeconomic advancement. With the theme, Celebrating
Creative Filipinos, Advancing Creative Philippines, this year's PCIM celebration
places emphasis on both the creative talents that give pride to the country, as well
as on the plans and policies that wilI further the development of the creative
indu stries I .

Pillar 4
Pillar 5



Pillar 6 Discussions and Conversations on Creative Industries
Development Programs and Initiatives across National
Agencies and Local Govemment Units (LGUs),
Events and Activities for Domain-Specific Creative
Industry Players, and
Platforms and Avenues for Business Dialogues,
Matching, and Other Forms of Collaboration.

4. Further details on how to participate on these pillars can be accessed through
tlre enclosed 2023 PCIM Briefer.

5. The execution of activities that promote the objectives of the PCIM is
encouraged. These activities include: (a) workshops that will promote appreciation
towards arts, culture, and creative industries among the country's basic education
learners; (b) competitions that will encourage basic education leamers to share their
creative talents with their peers and loca-l communities; and (c) exhibitions of the
creative works or basic education Iearners to showcase their talents and to give them
the confidence to express their creativity further.

6. Participation of DepEd offices and schools are encouraged, and public school
teachers and learners' participation in any suggested activities mentioned in the
PCIM shall not hamper instructional time in compliance with DepEd Order No. 9, s.
2OO5 titled Instituting Measures to Increase Engaged Time-on-Task and Ensuring
Compliance Therewith.

7. Materials, resources, and information related to the celebration may be
accessed at the Philippine Creative Industries Month's ollicial website:
www.pcim2O23.com.

8. Events developed related to PCIM are to be enrolled at the ollicial website to
showcase support for the celebration and to promote these events to a wider
audience. The process of enrolling events can be done by accomplishing this online
form: https: / /bit.ly / PClM2O23EventsEnrolLnent.

9. Regional and schools division offices shall upload the narrative, pictorial, and
video report on the highlights of their participation to the 2O23 PCIM to
https:/ /bit.ly/PClM2023PhotosVideos oa or before September 25,2023. Reports
uploaded shall be incorporated into the presentation of the nationwide celebration of
PCIM during its Grand Closing Ceremony to be held on September 29-30,2023.

a. The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Operations
Email Address: oasop@deped. gov.ph
Telephone Number: (O2) 8632 1368

b. The PCIDC Secretariat
Email Address: PCIDCSecretariat@dti.gov.ph
Telephone Number: (O2) 8890 5128

1/

Pillar 7

Pillar 8

10. For coordination and clarifications, please contact the following:



1 1. Immediate dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.

By Authority of the Secretar5z:

ATTY.

Encl
As stated

Reference:
DepEd Order: (No. 9, s. 2005)

To be indicated in the Peroetual Index
under the following subjects:

BUREAUS AND OFFICES
CELEBRATIONS AND FESTIVALS
EMPLOYEES
LEARNERS
PROGRAMS
SCHOOLS
TEACHERS

SMMA"APA,MPC. DM 2023 Philipoin. CEatlvc Indultdc! Month c.lcbmtion
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I. EACKGROUND

As one of the world's fastest-growing sectorsl, the creative eccnorl-ly
not only o'rives economic growth but also enriches societies, prornotes
cultural diversity, and fosters innovation. From traditional to rnooern
creativity enabled by digital technologies, the creative industries have
beetr leveraginq knowledge and capability for innovatiorr. l/ost
countries have now considered their creative industry as a plriority and
expect to create more and better jobs for artists, artisans, creators,
content prcviders, and creative workers and contribrute to inclusive and
sustainable economic arowth and development.

The economic anci social benefits of creative industries ha're been
rvidely recognized in terms of high-valued human capital ancJ

increasing contribution to e>:ports of products and services. Based on
the March 2023 preliminary estimates of the Phrlippine Statistics
Authority (PSAF, the Philippine creative inCustries sector has

employed 6.98 rnillion Filipinos and generated Php .l.6 trillion,
representing .7.3 percent of the country's Gross Domestic Product in

2022. Given that the Philippiners is home to millions of skiileC, creative,
and talented individuals, its creative economy has the potential to
generate more inconre and jobs through establishing linkaqes rryithin

creative sectors, to produce original Filipino content and intellectual
properties.
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The national government has already recognized the potential and
opportunities in the sector, crafting strategies and restating priorities
to aid the sustainability and development of Philippine creative
industries.

The Republic Act (RA) No. 11904, otherwise known as the Philippine
Creative lndustries Development Act (PCIDA). which lapsed into law
on 28 July 2022 and whose lmplementing Rules arrd Regulation (tRR)

was sigrred on 11 November 2022, mancjates the development of a

vibrant Philippine creative industry sector by protectinq and
strengthening the rights and capacities of the creative industry
p layers-creative firms, artists, artisans, creators, creative workers,
indigenous cultr:ral communities, creative content pro,.,,iders, and
other stakeholders.

During his first State of the Nation Address (SONA), Presidenr
Ferdinand Bongbong Marcos expressed full support for the pron-rotion
and development of the said industries and acknorryledged world-class
Filipino creativity. With the country's pool of talents and the sector's
potential to create more job opportunities, the President emphasizeC
the rreed to institutionalize creative industries as it will advance the
overall developmerrt of our country.

Following these pronouncements, fostering and improving tl-re

competitiveness of the creative industries have been arncng the key
national strategies under the Philippine Development Plan (PDP) 202.3-

2028. Spearheading active promotions and buiiding capabilities of
creative industries, developinq centers of creative excellence, shcwinq
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the assets of the country in creative tourism, and protecting creative
worl<ers are just among the myriad of initiatives espoused in the PDP.

Since the development of the creative economy is central to its
industrialization and industrial transformation agenda through the
country's Science, Technology, and lnnovation-driven lndustrialization
Strategy, the DTI has staged two Creative lndustries Summits (ClS)

that celebrate all the programs and initiatives for the creative
industries by the public and private sectors.

The First CIS in December 2022 has solicited recommendations from
stakeholders on how to further establish the foundation of the creative
industries. The necessity of establishing a shared understanding of arr

extensive framework that would provide the groundwork {cr a data-
driven and market-oriented ecosystem for regional creatives was

covered in depth at the Summit. Discussions on scooing and defining the
creative sector and developing a creative industry satellite ac.oulit are
among the highlights of tlre Surnmit.

The Second CIS in March 2023, on the other hand, has promcted
Philippine creativity and opportunities, explor-ed new and errrergirig
technologies and their impact on the creative industry, and prc,vided
platforms for various stakeholders to learn from experts anci
practitioners who have successfully integraied technology and culture
in their work.
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. His Excellency President
Ferdinand Romualdez Marcos, Jr

PCIDC Chairperson and
Secretary Alfredo "Fred" Pascual

Presidential Adviser for Creative
Communications Paul David

Soriano

initiatives and programs essentia/ to the growth
of the creative sector and generate .count/ess

opportunities for you, our creative
stakehoiders... t fully support and recogni.ed

the cieative industry, not on.ly as an aciive
contributor to economic growtl1 but also as a
driving force that gives soul to the Filipino

identity."
"We view the deielopment of the creative

econamy as central to DTl'.s industrialization and
industrial transformation agenda through our
Science, Technology, aind lnnovation-driven
lndustrialization Strategy. . .While the task at

hand is co/ossa I and may seem formidable, our
willingness to join hands in shaping the future of
our country gives me comfort and confidence

that the best is about to happen for the
Philippine creative industries. . . "

"As we proudly enjoy international recognition,
back home, there are challenges that we must
solve, and we must face. There is a great need

to develop the full potential of our creative
industries. There rs a great need to enhance its
competitive advantage, and there have to be

improved measures that will continue to
recognize world-class Filipino talents and

crafLsmanship..."
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2423 ?ClM Openirrg Sumnrit

Co n g re ssm a n Ch ri sto ph e r
"Toff" De Venecia

Senate Preside nt Pro-Tempore
Lorna Regina "Loren" Legarda

Senator Maria lmelda Josefa
Remedios "lmee" Marcos

Senator Aquilino " Koko"
Pimentel lll

"With PCIDA and with the push towards a
Malikhaing Pilipinas and a more Malikhaing

Pinoy, we dream that arts, culture, and creativity
are ane that all 110 million plus Filipinos will

realize, value, celebrate, cherish, call their own,
and most especially, love.. "

"Our creative industries are instruntents by
which we promote Filipino talent and share it

with the worid.. ."

"lt is my hope and prayer that we ii'r the
legislature adequately support with the budget,

with logistics, with personnel, our creative
industries law in the future..."

"PCIDA is our baby, No one neglects their own
baby. . . People now se/l ideas. Pecple now buy
ideas. So, if we want our creative econamy to

grow, we must oeve/op and promote the
Phili ppi n e Cre ative I ndustri e s"
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il. oBJECTTVES

The celebration of,the creative industry for the whole month of a given
year is mandated by PC|DA3. Section 1. Philippine Creative lndustry
Month. - To promote the goods, products, and services of the Philippine

' creative industries and to raise awareness of their role in nation-building
and socioeconomic advancement, the celebration of "Philippine
Creative lndustries Month" shall be held for the whole month of
September of every year.

The Secretariat is hereby mandated to ensure the successful annual
celebration of the "Philippine Creative lndustries Month" throughout the
country, in partnership with the private sector and the academe.

The Council shall lay down the mechanism, programs, and activities for
the celebration by issuing the appropriate guidelines with the following
minimum criteria:

2023 ?ClM Openinq Summ jt 7
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a) The Council shall examine the themes and priorities of
particular creative industries or domains and choose a theme
for the year that will guide all activities and programs to be
undertaken during that year's celebration;

b) To the extent possible arrd practicable, the Council shall request
all particlpating agencies and organizations to ensure inclusivity
for the different celebratory events by providing both online and
face-to-face programs and/or activities; and

3 Seaion 24 of the PCIDA and Section I Rule 9 of the EeLD1LIEB.
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c) The Council shall ensure the timely announcement of each
year's theme, programs, and activities to allow the public
appropriate time to prepare for the annual celebrations.

All departments, agencies, and instrumentalities of the national
government, Including government-owned and -controlled
corporations, LGUs, and the private sector are directed to extend their
full support and active participation in the programs and activities for
this purpose.

a) To promote the goods, products, and services of the Philippine
creative industries; and,

b) To raise awareness of the role of creative industries in nation-
building and socioeconomic advancement

III. CELEBRATION THEME

The promotion of the creative outputs and raising awareness of the role of the
Philippine creative industries are the two major objectives of the month-long
celebration. With this and following through the success of the two CIS in
raising awareness of the value of creativity and forming a unified front in the
development of the creative industries, the 2023 Philippine Creative lndustry
Month (PCIM) wrll be focusing on recognizing the creative talents of Filipinos

2023 PCIM Opening Summit B
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Based on the foregoing, the PCIM Celebration has the following
objectives:



by celebrating their successes not only in the local scenes but more
importantly their achievements in the global stage.

Further, the month-long celebration will highlight the role of the creative
economy in nation-building and strengthen the collective aspiration to make

the Philippines an emerging creative hub in the ASEAN.

" Establishing the Foundations
of the Philippine Creatiue

lndustries"

2d Oeative lndustries
Summit

"Uni{ytng Creative
Agenda, Elevating
Filipino Creativity"

f PhilippircOeative
I n d usoy M onth Cal* raion

"Celebrating

Filipino Creativity,
Advancing

Creative PhiIippines"

The inaugural PCIM Grand Celebration will continue informing stakeholders
of the revealed opportunities of the fusion of creativity and innovation, the
emerging technological trends and current landscapes of the creative
industries, and the roles of the various actors in the creative ecosystem (e.g.,

creative industry players, academe, government, private sectors, and
development partners).

It encapsulates the essence of recognizing and promoting the creative genius

of Filipinos while driving the growth and development of the creative sector
in the Philippines. By celebrating Filipino creativity, we acknowledge the rich

cultural heritage, artistic expressions, and innovative spirit that define the
Filipino identity. lt is a call to showcase and appreciate the talents of Filipino
artists, musicians, writers, designers, and creators across various art forms.
Simultaneously, the phrase emphasizes the importance of advancing the
creative industries in the Philippines through nurturing talent, providing
opportunities, and creating a supportive ecosystem. By harnessing the power
of creativity, we can elevate the Philippines as a hub of artistic excellence,
cultural vibrancy, and economic prosperity.

2023 PC.IM Opening Summit lt'
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Celebrating Fjlipino Cieativity Advancing Creative Philippines

[First Component o{ the Theme]

(-elebr.:tic.:rr | ;li a r i

Exhibitions and lnstallations of
Outputs by Creative lndustry

Players

C.cleb t at irLr : l' ;li,: t 2

. Showcases, Performances, and
Recognitions of Local and Global

Creative Filipinos

[Second Component of the Theme]

Exchanges and Dialogues on Best

Practices among lnternational and
Region al Cre ative Econonries

f ,,i.,1r,,Jr,a1 r', l i.

Discussions and Conversations on
Cre ativ e I n d u stri e s D ev e I o pm e nt

P rograms across National
Agencies and Local Government

Units

L,:lebratic.n P;l/ar 3 r--r..'i1f 1'.;i,i11; ,:)i 11' ./

' Workshops and Writeshops by Events and Activities for Nine
, Local and Global Creative Experts Domain-Specific Creative Sectors
', and Mentors

Competitions and Pitches of
Creative ldeas and Projects
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Platforms and Avenues for
Business Dialogue & Matching and

Other Forms of Collaboration



T.he Eight (8) Celebration Pillars allow the (a) Showcase of Creativity and
Talents, (b) Promotion of Creative Expressions, (c) Networking and
Collaboration among.Creative Entities, (d) Validation dnd Recognition of
Creative lndividuals . '

Exhibitions and lnstalldtions of OuPuts by Creative lndustry
Players

Nurturing, promoting, and celebrating creativity and creative
expressions are best articulated through exhibitions,
installations, and competitions. These provide platfonns for
expression, connection, and growth within the creative industry
while enriching appreciation and experiences for individuals
and communities.

ln line with the aim to celebrate Filipino Creativity, the 2Q23
PCIM Celebration will provide much-needed avenues for
creative individuals to display their work and portray their
talents to a wider audience. Exhibitions and installations allow
artists, designers, and creators to display their creations in a

tangible and immersive manner, while competitions offer
opportunities for exposure and recognition in the hopes of
discovering a new breed of Filipino artists and talents.

2023 PCIM Openlnq Summit ,|tr "
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Celebntion Pillar 2

Showcases, Performances, and
Global Creative Filipinos

Recognitions of Local and

The 2023 PCIM will provide world-class Filipino artists the stage
and opportunities to showcase their creativity, innovation, and
unique perspectives to a diverse audience. From traditional
arts like folk dances and indigenous music to contemporary
forms such as street art and digital media, a wide range of
artistic expressions will be celebrated. These performances not
only promote cultural exchange and appreciation but also
foster connections between local and global communities.
They create opportunities for collaboration, dialogue, and the
exchange of ideas, enabling artists to learn from one another
and expand their creative horizons. Moreover, these showcases
help to preserve and promote Filipino cultural traditions,
ensuring their continuity for future generations.

By highlighting the talents of both established and emerging
artists and artisans, these series of national and regional events
nurture a thriving creative ecosystem. They inspire and support
the growth of new talents, providing opportunities for
emerging artists to gain exposure, recognition, and
mentorship. Furthermore, these showcases contribute to the
global visibility and recognition of Filipino creativity,
establishing the Philippines as a hub of artistic excellence and
innovation.
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Celebntion Pillar 3

Wo*shops and Writeshops by Local and Global Creative
Experts and Mentorc

Creative education and learning activities led by local and
global creative experts and mentors provide invaluable
opportunities for aspiring artists and writers to enhance their
skills and gain insightful guidance. These highly-interactive
sessions encourage knowledge co-creation and collaboration.
Through hands-on activities, partrcipants can acquire practical
knowledge, refine their techniques and skills, and explore new
artistic and creative approaches. The coaching and mentorship
by leading creative professionals empower individuals to
unlock their creative potential and overcome challenges.
Furthermore, the workshops foster a sense of community,
allowing participants to connect with like-minded individuals
and build networks within the creative industry. Whether it is

learning the intricacies of storytelling, mastering a musical
instrument, or honing visual arts techniques, these workshops
and writeshops serve as catalysts for artistic development and
inspire new breeds to reach new heights in their chosen
creative pu rsuits.

Furthermore, the industry-led experience-based mentoring
sessions best provide cutting-edge and innovative ways of
doing creative projects. They serve as opportunities, for
exploring new ideas, expei'imenting with different mediums
and techniques, and pushing the boundaries of creativity.

2C23 PCIM Opening Sumrnit 1l
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Cornpetition and Pitches of C.reative ldeas and Projects

Competitions and pitches serve as catalysts .for creativity,
fostering a vibrant ecosystem that celebrates and nurtures
talent within the 'creative. 

.industries. This pillar provides a

dynamic platform for. individuals and teams to showcase their
unique ideas and outputs, rnspiring innovation and pushing the
boundaries of artistic. expressign. .By. engaging in friendly
competitron, participants are motivated to continuously refine
their craft, airiring for excellence and recognition.

These events encourage promising artists, creators, and other
creative industry players to unleash their creative potential,
offering opportunities to gain exposure and connect with
industry firms. Moreover, competitions and pitches facilitate
networking and collaboration, fostering meaningful
connections among like-minded individuals and paving the way
for potential partnerships that drive the creative industry
forward.

With competition and pitches, PCIM creates a vibrant tapestry
of talent and ingenuity. By highlighting exceptional ideas and
outputs, PCIM not only promotes excellence but also inspires

others to ernbark on their creative journeys and strive for
greatness. Celebrating the power of imagination and
innovation, this pillar of PCIM contributes to the growth and
evolution of the creative industries, shaping a brighterfuture for
artists and creators alike.

g Summit
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Cel Pillar 5

&changes and Dialogues on Best Practices among
lntemational and Regional Creative Economies

The 2023 PCIM Celebrations are expected to advocate and
promote the exchange of cutting-edge digital solutions and
technological breakthroughs, the discovery of emerging
interests and new ways of thinking in the creative world, and
the promotion of ideas and insights from the fonlrard-focused,
multi-disciplinary line-up of leaders.

During the month-long nationwide celebrations, creative industry
stakeholders from all over the world and from various
backgrounds-government, policymakers, private sector,
academics, media, and other creative economy actors-will be
given the opportunities to gather, interact, and explore
sustainable ways of advancing the agenda of the philippine

creative economy, establishing concrete economic cooperation,
and expanding business communities.

During the dialogues, diverse perspectives, experiences, and
ideas from international speakers will enable participants to learn
global practices. The interactions promote cultural diversity and
understanding of traditions and heritage thereby encouraging the
preservation and promotion of local traditions while embracing
global influences.

il
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Celebration Pillar 6

Discussions and Conversations on Creative lndustries
Development Programs and lnitiatives across National
,Agencies and Local Govemment UniE (LGUI)

Shaping policies and fostering a conducive environment for
the growth of the creative sector are among the priorities of
the current administration. Although the PCIDA has already
unified the creative agenda and provided comprehensive
policy guidance, there is always the need to continuously
spark conversations among policy stakeholders, solicit
insights from communities, and discuss often neglected areas

of governance that have pivotal roles in nurturing and
promoting the growth of the creative sector at the regional
and loca I levels.

Through themed discussions and guided conversations, best
practices and invaluable programs of government agencies
and LGUs can be identified and sustained, sectoral constraints
and challenges can be surfaced and addressed, and
innovative solutions can be developed and implemented.

Moreover, these discussions enable the alignment of local
efforts to the Malikhaing Pinoy Program (MPP) of DTl,
ensuring not only a whole-of-government but a whole-of-
society coordinated approach to ci'eative industries
development.

lM Opening Summit
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Eyents and Aaivities for Domain-Specific Creative
lndustry Players

The developmerrt of all 73+ creative sectors in nine creative
domains is crucial for nurturinq a thriving and vibrant
Philippine creative ecosystem. '

By recognizing and investing in the diverse range cf creative
disciplines, including audiovisual media arts, performrng arts,
design, media, and more, qovernments and or ganizations can
unlock immense economic and cultr-rral potential.

Supporting creative entrepreneurs, proviciing access to
fundirro and resources, and fostering collaboration and
innovation are key aspects of this development. lt not only
generates jobs and stimulates economic growth but also
enhances cultural expression, oromotes social inclusion, and
fosters a sense of irJentity ancl pride. The developn)ent oi
creative sectors anC industries ccrntributes to the overall well-
being and orosperity of societres while celebr.ating and
oreservrng cuitural her itage.
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Platforms and Avenues for Business Dialogues, Matching, and
Other Forms of Collaboration

Celebration Pillar 8 plays a pivotal role in fostering innovation,
groMh, and sustainability within 2023 PCIM Celebration.
These platforms bring together diverse stakeholders, such as
businesses, entrepreneurs, investors, and industry experts,
creating opportunities for meaningful engagement and
exchange. Through dialogues, participants carr share ideas,
insights. and best practices, facilitating the transfer of
knowledge and expertise

Moreover, the matching and partnership programs offered
provide a unigue platform for businesses to connect with
potential collaborators, suppliers, distributors, or investors,
cultivatrng mutually' beneficial relationships. The power of
collaboration is harnessed through joint ventures, co-creation
initiatives, and shared resources, resulting in enhanced
competitiveness and the discovery of new market
opportunities. These platforms serve as catalysts for economic
development, driving entrepreneurship, fostering job
creation, and propelling the overall progress of the creative
industries.

By facilitating business dialogues, fostering strategic
partnerships, and promoting collaboration, pClM empowers
the ireative ecosystem to thrive, flourish, and contribute to
the vibrant economic landscape of the philippines.
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NINE CREATIVE DOMAINS AND 73+ CREATIVE sEcToRS IN THE PHILIPPINEs
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